[Surgical indication for extracranial-intracranial arterial bypass determined by cerebral blood flow study and neurological function--a retrospective study].
In order to establish more strict and objective indication for EC-IC bypass, a retrospective study on the surgical effect on cerebral blood flow (CBF) and neurological function was carried out in 37 cases. STA-MCA bypass was carried out on 20 cases with IC occlusion and 17 cases with MCA occlusion. Twenty-two cases with completed stroke, 9 cases with TIA and 6 cases with RIND. All patients were able to ambulate before surgery, and none of them were hemiplegic. CBF study by 133Xe inhalation method was carried out before and 2 to 4 weeks after surgery. Bypass was patent in all cases. Thirty percent of all cases showed more than 16% increase in CBF (++ group) on the side of bypass surgery and another 30% demonstrated 6 to 15% increase (+). On the other hand 30% of cases appeared to be unchanged (+/-), and 10% showed more than 6% decrease (-). The less the pre-operative CBF value was, the more the post-operative CBF was expected to be increased. Patients with pre-operative CBF less than 60% of normal value (ISI = 63 +/- 4) showed remarkable increase (++), and those with 60 to 70% showed moderate increase (+). Contrarily, cases with more than 70% of normal value showed either no change or decrease. Neurological change was evaluated as to disappearance of TIA attack and improvement of hemiparesis or mental dysfunction. Seventy-seven percent of patients in groups with (++) and (+) effect on CBF showed improvement in neurological function, whereas only 27% of patients in groups with (+/-) and (-) effect demonstrated improvement, which was statistically significant.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)